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ON THE EXTENSIONS OF VECTOR-VALUED LOEB MEASURES

HORST OSSWALD AND YENENG SUN

(Communicated by Andreas R. Blass)

Abstract. Two ways of constructing countably additive vector measures from

internal vector measures are given. The connection of the extendability of

vector-valued Loeb measures and the existence of the internal control measures

is shown.

1. Introduction

Measure theory and probability theory were studied early within the context

of nonstandard analysis. However, there were troublesome points, since star

extensions of countably additive measures are not in general countably additive

in the nonstandard universe. In 1975, Peter Loeb gave a way to construct new,

rich standard measure spaces from internal measure spaces. His construction

has been used in recent years to establish new standard results in many areas.

Also, nonstandard analysis has proved to be a natural framework for studying

local properties of Banach spaces. The central construction in that approach

is the notion of nonstandard hull introduced by Luxemburg. Further material

about nonstandard hulls and their applications can be found in the survey paper

[3] of Henson and Moore. On the other hand, standard vector measures are

central to the study of Banach space-valued functions and to the representation

and classification of Banach spaces (see [1]). It is natural, therefore, to ask

whether one can develop a Banach space-valued measure theory in the context

of nonstandard analysis. In particular, let Q be a nonempty internal set, sé an

internal algebra of subsets of í¿, and v a finitely additive, finite-valued internal

measure with values in an internal Banach space X. Let v(A) = (v(A))~ for

all A e sé ; then v is a finitely additive X-valued measure. The question is,

when can we find a countably additive extension of v to o (sé). This problem

was posed by Henson and Moore in 1983 (see [3, §12, Problem 17]). It is easy

to see that if X =*M, then X = R and v = v. In this case, the problem is

answered by Loeb's theorem in [5]. That is, v always has a countably additive

extension to o (sé). For the general case, however, this is not true, as shown
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664 HORST OSSWALD AND YENENG SUN

by the following example:

Example. Let X be the hyperfinite dimensional space l°°(co) (see [3]), where

co e* N^ . Let Í2 = {i}fmi and sé be the algebra of all internal subsets of

Q. For each i < co, let ax = (0, ... ,0, 1, 0, ... , 0), where the 1 appears

at the /th place of a¡. Define v(A) = J2¡€a ai ^or eacn A e sé . Since

||^(^)|| = 1 for any nonempty internal subset of Q, v is finite-valued. Thus

v is a finitely additive internal measure with finite values in X. If v has a

countably additive extension to a(sé), then Y^li ^({'i) is norm-convergent in

X. Hence LimiW?0 u({i}) = 0. But \\H{i})\\z =(\\H{i})\\x) = 1 for all Í.
It follows from this contradiction that v has no countably additive extension

to o(sé).

The plan of the paper is as follows. We devote §2 to some preliminary results

about standard vector measures. In §3, we solve the Henson and Moore Prob-

lem by introducing a construction of countably additive measures from internal

Banach space-valued measures. In particular, we introduce the notion of inter-

nal control measures for internal Banach space-valued measures; we show that a

finitely additive nonstandard hull-valued measure v constructed from an inter-

nal Banach space-valued measure v has a countably additive extension if and

only if v has an internal control measure. In §4, we present a construction of

countably additive vector measures from internal, locally convex space-valued

measures.

We should note that, in [7], Loeb and Osswald adopt Loeb's functional ap-

proach to nonstandard measure theory [6] to the development of integration

theory in solid Riesz spaces. In [8], [9], and [10] a further study of Banach

space-valued measures is presented. An integration theory of real-valued func-

tions with respect to Banach space-valued measures is also developed. Applica-

tions include direct constructions of representing measures of both absolutely

summing operators and weakly compact operators, as well as solutions of prob-

lems concerning the range of a vector measure. We also note that this paper

combines the independent work of Osswald and Sun. The results in §3 can be

found in [11, Chapter 2]. The results in §4 were originally obtained by Osswald.

We adopt here the main framework of nonstandard analysis from [4].

2. Some notions and preliminary results

Let X be a Banach space, Yl a nonempty set, sé an algebra of subsets

of Yl, and v a finitely additive set function from sé to X. Let X' denote

the norm dual of X. For each x e X', let x(u) denote the scalar measure

defined by setting

x(v)(A) = x'(v(A))

for each A in sé , and let |x'(i/)| denote the total variation of x'(v). For each

A e sé , we let

\\v\\(A) = sup{\x'(v)\(A):x e x',  \\x\\ < 1} ;
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\\i/\\ is called the semivariation of v . We will call (Yl, sé , v) a finitely addi-

tive bounded vector-measure space if |M|(Q) is finite. Since only the case of

bounded vector measures is considered in our study, we may just call (Yl, sé , v)

a finitely additive vector-measure space. If, moreover, sé is a cr-algebra and

v is countably additive on sé , then we will simply call (Yl, sé , v) a vector-

measure space.

Lemma 2.1. Thesemivariation \\v\\ is finitely subadditive and, for each A ese ,

suo{\\v(H)\\:HcA,HesA}< \\v\\(A)

<2suo{\\v(H)\\:HcA,Hesé~}.

Proof. See the proof of [1, Proposition 11, p. 4].    D

Definition 2.2. Let (Yl, sé , p) and (Yl, sé , u) be a finitely additive positive-

measure space and a finitely additive vector-measure space, respectively. The

vector measure v is called absolutely continuous with respect to p, or simply

//-continuous, if for any positive real number e there is a positive real number

a, such that for any A e sé , \\v(Ä)\\ < s if p(A) < â. In this case, we say

that p is a control measure of v .

Definition 2.3. A finitely additive vector measure v on (Yl, sé) is said to be

strongly additive if for each sequence {An} of disjoint members of sé , the

series I^li^C^J converges in =norm. A family {vx:X e T} of strongly

additive vector measures on (Q, sé) is said to be uniformly strongly additive

if for each sequence {An} of pairwise disjoint members of sé ,

" m=n "

uniformly in X e T.

Note. For families of countably additive measures on a cr-algebra, the concept

of uniform strong additivity is precisely the familiar concept of uniform count-

able additivity.

Lemma 2.4. Let {vx:X e T} be a family of countably additive vector measures

on the measure space (Yl, o(sé)). Then {z^:A e T} is uniformly countably

additive on o(sé) if and only if the family of restrictions {¡/x \^:X e T} is

uniformly strongly additive on sé .

Proof. See [1, Lemma 1, p. 26].    D

Lemma 2.5. Let Y = {p¡: i el} be a set of uniformly countably additive scalar

measures on the measure space (Yl, a(sé)). Then for any positive real number

e, there are elements px, p2, ... , pn of Y such that for any 5 e a (sé), if

p.(B) = 0 for 1 < i < n, then

sup{p¡(B):i el} < e.

Proof. See the proof in [1, p. 12].   D
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3. The construction of Loeb measures in a nonstandard hull

Let X be an internal Banach space in some N,-saturated nonstandard model,

Q a nonempty internal set, sé an internal algebra of subsets of Yl, and v

an internal, finitely additive set function from sé to X. By transferring the

definition of the semivariation of a standard vector measure, we can define the

internal semivariation of v, denoted by \\v\\. Thus, as in §2, we call v a

bounded, finitely additive internal vector measure and (Yl, sé , v) a bounded

finitely additive internal vector-measure space, if ||i>||(ß) is a finite hyperreal

number. Since only finite additivity and the case of bounded vector measures

are concerned for internal measures, we use the term "internal vector measures"

instead of "bounded finitely additive internal vector measures." We may also

simply call (Yl, sé , v) an internal vector-measure space.

Definition 3.1. A bounded, internal, hyperreal-valued positive measure p on

(Yl, sé) is said to be an internal control measure of v if for all A with p(A) k.

0 we have v(A) in the monad of 0 in X .

As usual, X denotes the norm nonstandard hull of X. We define a set

function v from sé to X by setting v(A) = (v(A))^ for each Aesé . It is

obvious that V is finitely additive. Let o (sé) he the cr-algebra generated by

sé . We now state the main theorem of this section:

Theorem 3.2. v has a countably additive extension to o (sé) if and only if v

has an internal control measure.

Note. Rade Zivaljevic showed in [12] that v has a countably additive extension

to o (sé) if v is of bounded variation. His result is a special case of the

sufficiency part of our theorem, since we can take the internal variation \v\ of v

as an internal control measure of v . The following example can be found in [8,

§2]. It shows the existence of such vector measures, which have internal control

measures but are not of bounded variation. Therefore, the sufficiency part of

our theorem yields extensions for measures not covered by Rade Zivaljevic's

result.

Example 3.3. Let X be the hyperfinite dimensional space / (co) (see [3]), where

co is infinite in *N . Let Yl = {i}^=x , and let sé be the algebra of all internal

subsets of Yl. For each i < cd, let a¡ = (0, ... , 0, l/y/ö), 0, ... ,0), where

the 1/y/cö appears at the z'th place of a¡. Define v(A) = Y^i€Aa¡ for each

A e sé . Let p be the counting probability measure on Yl. Then p is an

internal control measure of the bounded vector measure v, but v is not of

bounded variation.

Now we are going to prove several lemmas which are needed in the proof of

the main theorem.

Lemma 3.4. A bounded internal measure p is an internal control measure of v

if and only if, for any positive real number e, there is a positive real number ô

such that for any Aesé , \\v(A)\\ < s if p(A) < ô.
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Proof. Assume p is an internal control measure of v and e is an arbitrary

positive real number. Fix n e* N^ . If A is some element in the internal

algebra sé with p(A) < 1/n, then p(A) ss 0, so

v(A) ss 0,    which implies that !|iy(^)|| < e.

The sentence a(n) = "(VA e sé)[p(A) < 1/n => \\u(A)\\ < e]" is an internal

one, so by the Permanence Principle, a(n) holds for some standard positive

integer m . We set ô equal to 1/m .

To prove the converse, fix A e sé with p(A) z¿0, and for a given positive

real number e, let ô be the corresponding positive real number in the statement

of the lemma. We have p(A) < ô ; hence

\\v(A)\\<e.

Since e is arbitrary, we have v(A) rä 0.    D

Lemma 3.5. For each A ese ,

suo{\\v(H)\\:HcA,Hesé} < \\v\\(A)

<2sup{\\u(H)\\:HcA,Hesé}.

Proof. Transfer of Lemma 2.1.   o

Lemma 3.6. If (Yl, sé , m) is a bounded internal scalar-measure space, then

°\m\ = \°m\   on(Yl,sé),

where °\m\  and °m  are defined on  (Yl,sé)  by °\m\(A) = st(|m|(,4))  and

°m(A) = st(m(A)), for all A esé .

Proof. Choose any E esé and pick any finite partition n of E. Then

^|%(^)| = ̂ Vm)I<°I^I(£),

so | m\(E) <   \m\(E) follows from the arbitrary choice of n .

It remains to prove that \°m\(E) >°\m\(E) for all E esé . If not, 3e e K+

and E esé such that °\m\(E) > \°m\(E) + e ; thus, \m\(E) > \°m\(E) + e.

Hence, there exists a hyperfinite partition n = {A¡}f=x of E such that

w

¿T\m(Ai)\>\0m\(E) + e.
(=i

Let

A'=    (J    A¡andA"=    \J   A¡;
m(Al)>0 m(^,)<0

then

m(A') - m(A") > | m\(E) + e.

Hence

°m(A')-°m(A") > \m\(E) + e.
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Therefore | m\(E) + e < \ m(A')\ + | m(A")\ < \ m\(E). This is a contradic-

tion.   D

Lemma 3.7. If û has a countably additive extension to a(sé), then for {An} a

sequence of disjoint members of sé , we have

Lim\v\\(An) = 0.

Proof. Suppose not: then 3e0 € R+ and a subsequence {An } of {An} such

that °||i/||(^n ) > 2e0 , whence |MI(^„ ) > 2e0 . Therefore,

sup{\\u(H)\\:HcAnk,Hesé}>eQ

by Lemma 3.5. Thus 377,, C An with Hn esé such that \\v(Hn )\\ > e0,

whence \\v(Hn )|| > e0 for all k e N. We now have a contradiction with the

countable extendability of the bounded measure 9.   D

Lemma 3.8. If v has a countably additive extension to o (sé), then the family

{\ x'(v)\:x e X', \\x'\\ < 1} is uniformly strongly additive on sé .

Proof. Suppose not; then there is a sequence {An} of disjoint sets in sé and

an e € E+ such that

{OO N

J2fx'(i/)\(Ak):x' eX', \\x'\\ < 1 \ >2s
k=n '

for all n e N, whence there exists an increasing sequence of positive integers

{«.} such that

í   "J+1     i 1
supj    ^2   \°x(v)\(Ak):x e X', \\x'\\ < 1 \ > e;

*- k=n} +1 '

i.e.,

suolf x1 (v)\i   ^2  Aky.x'eX',\\x'\\<l> >e

for all j . Let

Hj=   (J   Ak-
k=nJ + \

Then {HA is a sequence of disjoint sets in sé . For each j e N,

sup{°|x/(^)|(77/.):x'eX', Hx'll < l}<e,

by Lemma 3.6. Hence, for each j e N,

IHK//,) = sup{\x'(u)\(Hj):x e x', \\x'\\ < 1} > e,

which contradicts Lemma 3.7.    a
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Lemma 3.9. If 9 has a countably additive extension to a (sé), then {L(\x (u)\):

x eX', \\x\\ < 1} is uniformly countably additive on a(sé), where L(\x'(v)\)

is the scalar Loeb measure on o (sé) derived from \x'(v)\.

Proof. Use Lemmas 2.4 and 3.8.   D

Assume now that p is an internal control measure of v and (SI, o (sé),

L(p)) is the corresponding Loeb space. We know that for any 5 e o(sé),

3A esé such that L(p)(AAB) = 0. We therefore can define a set function on

o (sé) with values in X.

Definition 3.10. For each 5 e o(sé), set L(v)(B) = 9(A), where A is chosen

from sé so that L(p)(AAB) = 0.

Proposition 3.11.  L(v) is a well-defined, finitely additive set function on o (sé).

Proof. First we check that L(u) is well defined. Fix 5 e a(sé) and Ax,

A2esé such that L(p)(AxAB) = L(p)(A2AB) = 0. Then AXAA2 c (AXAB) u

(A2AB), so L(p)(AxAA2) = 0, p(Ax - A2) ss 0. Similarly p(A2-Ax) ss 0.

Thus v(Ax - A2) « 0, v(A2 - Ax) « 0. Hence

v(Ax) = v(Ax - A2) + v(Ax r\A2)

^u(AxDA2)

« v(A2 -Ax) + v(Ax n A2) = v(A2),

which implies that 9(AX) = 9(A2). Therefore L(v) is well defined. It is easy

to check that L(v) is finitely additive,   o

Now we are ready to present a proof for the main theorem.

Proof of the "sufficiency" part of Theorem 3.2. Let p be an internal control

measure of v , and let L(v) be the mapping from a (sé) to X given by Def-

inition 3.10. We will prove that L(v) is a countably additive extension of 9

to a (sé). It is clear that L(v) is an extension of 9. By Lemma 3.4, for any

positive real number e there is a positive real number ô such that, for any

A e sé , ||i/(/l)|| < e if p(A) < ô. It follows from the definition of L(i>)

that, for any 5 e a(sé), we have \\L(v)(B)\\ < s if L(p)(B) < ô. Given an

increasing sequence {Bn} in o(sé),let {J^=xBn = 5. Since L(p) is countably

additive by Loeb's theorem, we have

LimL(p)(Bn) = L(p)(B).
n—KX> "

Thus, there is an NQ e N such that, for n > N0, L(p)(B - Bn) < ô, whence

\\L(v)(B - 5JH < e ; i.e., \\L(u)(B) - L(v)(Bn)\\ < e . Therefore

Lim L(v)(Bn) = L(u)(B),
n—>oo "

which means that L(v) is countably additive,   a

Proof of the "necessity" part of Theorem 3.2. Assume 9 has a countably addi-

tive extension to o(sé). By Lemmas 2.5 and 3.9, there exist for any e e K+
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functionals (x')\, ... , (x')\ e X' with ||(x')¿|| < 1 for 1 < i < n, such that

for any 5 £ o(sA), if L(\Cx'))(v)\)(B) = 0 for 1 < i < n, then

suo{L(x'(v)\)(B):x eX',  \\x'\\< 1} < e.

For each e = 1/w, m e N, we get a finite sequence of such internal linear

functionals. We put all of them together to get an infinite sequence of internal

linear functionals {x'n}^=x with x'n e X' and \\x'n\\ < 1 such that for any

5 e a(sé) and any x e X' with ||x'|| < 1, if L(\x'n(v)\)(B) = 0 for all

n e N, then L(\x (v)\)(B) = 0. By H,-saturation there is an internal extension

{x'n: n e*N} of {x'n} to the unit ball of X1. Let co be a positive infinite integer;

we define
oo      ,

M^) = £^rl*>)P)   for all A esé.
B=l   Z

Now ¿t is an internal and finitely additive set function from sé to *R+ . For

each /leJiT, ß(A) <YTn=x ̂\M\{A) <\\v\\(A). Yix Aesé so that /z(^)«0.

Then for all n e N, |x^(z/)|(/l) « 0, which implies that

L(\x'n(u)\)(A) = 0.

In this case, for all x' e X1 with ||x'|| < 1, L(\x(v)\)(A) = 0; that is,

\x'(v)\(A) « 0. By the definition of \\v\\, we have \\v\\(A) « 0 ; hence v(A) « 0

by Lemma 3.5. We also know that p(Sl) is a finite number, since

p(Yl)<\\v\\(Yl).

Therefore, p is an internal control measure of v .   u

Corollary 3.12. If 9 has a countably additive extension to a (sé) (which is nec-

essarily unique), then we can find an internal control measure p of v with

0 < p(A) <\\v\\(A)   for all Ae sé.

Theorem 3.13. The range of L(v) on (SI, a (sé)) is (v (sé ))~, which is closed

in X.

Proof. It follows from the definition of L(v) that its range is (v(sé))~ . Let

{yn} be a sequence of elements in the range of L(v) with Lim^^^ = y0

in X. For each n e N, 3Bn e a (sé) such that L(v)(Bn) = yn , and by the

definition of L(v), 3An e sé such that L(v)(Bn) = v(An). Choose an internal

extension {An:ne*N} of {An} . Since {yn} is Cauchy in X, for each keN,

3nk e N such that for all n , m e N with n > nk and m > nk ,

\HAn)-v(Am)\\<\.

By the Permanence Principle, 3Nk e'N^ such that ||^(^„) - v(Am)\\ < j for

all n , m e *N with nk< n , m < Nk . By K. -saturation, there is an 7Y0 e NM
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such that N0 < Nk for all k G N. Now \\v(An) - v(AN )\\<\ for all n e N

with n > nk . Therefore 9(AN ) is the limit of {yn} , so

y0 = v(anJ = l(")(anJ-

It follows from the arbitrary choice of the sequence that the range of L(v) is

closed.   D

4. Locally convex space-valued Loeb measures

Let X be a locally convex topological vector space, X' the topological dual

of X , SI an internal nonempty set, sé an internal algebra of subsets of SI,

v a finitely additive * ̂ -valued internal set function on sé , and k a cardinal

number greater than the cardinality of X'. We assume the nonstandard model

is ?c-saturated and each point in the range of v is near-standard in the weak

topology of X . Then we can define a finitely additive .Y-valued measure v

on (Si, sé) by taking the standard part of v in the weak topology of X. That

is, v(A) = (v(A))w for each A esé . Now we may ask if v has a countably

additive extension to o (sé). We will answer this question by presenting a new

construction of vector Loeb measures from the internal measure v .

For any linear functional cp e X', let

*cp(v)(A)=* cp(v(A))    and    cp(\)(A) = cp(\(A)),

for each A esé . We know that

*cp(u)(A) = cp(\(A)) ** <p(y(A)) =* cp(v)(A),

for each A e sé . So cp( v) and (*tp(v)) are the same measures on (SI, sé).

We will use L(*cp(v)) to denote the Loeb measure and L (sé) to denote the

corresponding Loeb algebra. Then (SI, L (sé), L(*cp(v))) is a complete mea-

sure space.

Definition 4.1. A subset 5 of SI is called immeasurable if we can find A esé

such that, for every cp e X', AAB e L^sé) and \L(*cp(v))\(AAB) = 0. The

set A is called a ^-approximation of 5 . We use Lv (sé ) to denote the class of

all ¡/-measurable sets.

Definition 4.2. For each B eLv(sé), set

L(u)(B) =° u(A),

where A is chosen from sé such that A is a zv-approximation of 5.

Proposition 4.3. Lv(sé) is a a-algebra and L(v) is a well-defined, countably

additive measure in the original topology of X.

Proof. It is easy to check that Lv(sé) is an algebra and L(v) is a well-defined

finitely additive set function on Lv(sé).   To prove Lv(sA)  is a er-algebra,
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we choose any increasing sequence {Bn} in Lv(sé); then we can find u-

approximations Ax, A2, ... , An, ... of Bx, B2, ... , Bn, ... such that {An}

is an increasing sequence. For each cp e X1, let

S  = sup °\*<p(u)\(An).

Since the nonstandard model is /c-saturated, there exists A esé such that for

all n € N, An c A and for all cp e X', meN, \* cp(u)\(A) < S? + Y..

Claim.  A is a ^-approximation of \J^=X An.

We know that, for each cp e X', \¿C=X An e a (sé) c L9(sé). Thus, for each

k and m e N,

L(*cp(u))\ [A-\J An\ < \L(* cp(v))\(A - Ak) = L(\* cp(u)\)(A - Ak)
«=i

=° \*cp(v)\(A) -° \*cp(v)\(Ak) < S9 + 1 -° \*cp(v)\(Ak).

Therefore, \L(*cp(v))\(A - U^=i^„) = 0- Thus the claim follows from the

arbitrary choice of cp .

It is clear that AA\J?=1Bn C [\T=x(AnABn) u (AA\J?=l AJ. Thus,

\L(*cp(v))\(AA\j^=xBn) = 0 for each cp e X'. So lj~i Bn is immeasurable.

Therefore, Lv(sé) isa cr-algebra. Moreover, for each cpeX',

(3(7.(1/)) C (J 5„) = ? [Li!/) ( Q b\ \ = cp(\(A)) =° (cp(*(y))(A)
^«=1       ' ^ ^n=l       ''

= L(>(i/))(¿)

= L(*cp(v))L -\}a\+ L(*cp(u)) ( [j 4,)

= L(*cp(v))(\jAn)

= Lim L(*cp(u))(An) = Um \*cp(v))(An) = Lim <p(\)(An)
n—»oo " n—»oo " n—»oo "

- Lim <p(L(v)(Bn)) = Lim ^(L(i/))(5„).
n—»oo " n—»oo '

Hence, L(iv) is weakly countably additive. The countable additivity of L(u)

in the original topology follows from a result of Grothendieck [2], which says

that every weakly countably additive measure with values in a locally convex

topological space is also countably additive in the original topology of the space.

It is known that the locally convex topology of X can be generated by a

family {|| • |L}.<Q of seminorms. For a linear functional cp e X', we say

IML < 1 if \<P(x)\ < |l-X"!| , for all x e X. In §3, we constructed internal

control measures of the internal Banach space-valued measures. It is natural to

ask whether it is possible to construct internal control measures for the locally
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convex space-valued measures studied in this section in the same sense. It will

be seen that we can give similar constructions by adding some conditions on

1(1/).

Definition 4.4. The Loeb measure L(v) is called er-separating if there exists a

sequence {|| • ||J in {|| • H^ such that, for all 5 e Lv(sé), L(v)(B) ¿ 0

implies that there exists n e N with \\L(v)(B)\\n ^ 0.

It should be noted that L(v) is cr-separating if X is metrizable or one of the

seminorms is a norm. Now we suppose L(v) is rj-separating and let {|| • ||n}

be a countable sequence of seminorms separating L(u). We call a functional

cp e X' normal if \cp(L(u))\(Sl) =°(\*cp(u)\)(Sl)) < 1.

Lemma 4.5. For any given B e Lv(sé), if \cp(L(v))\(B) = 0 for all normal

continuous linear functionals cp with the property \\cp\\n < 1 for some n € N,

then, for all cp e X', \cp(L(v))\(B) = 0.

Proof. Suppose there exists some cp in X' suchthat \cp(L(v))\(B) ^ 0. Then

there is a C in Lv(sé) such that C c 5 and cp(L(v))(C) ¿ 0. Thus,

L(v)(C) ¿ 0. Since L(v) is a -separating, 3n e N. \\L(u)(C)\\n ± 0. By

the Hahn-Banach Theorem, there exists a normal continuous linear functional

y/ suchthat \\y/\\n < 1 and y/(L(v))(C) ¿ 0. Therefore \y/(L(u))\(B) >

\y/(L(v))\(C) > 0. That contradicts the hypothesis of the lemma.   D

Lemma 4.6. Fix n e N. There exists a countable family {cpk} in X' such that

for all B e Lv(sé), if \cpk(L(v))\(B) = 0 for all k, then \cp(L(v))\(B) = 0 for
all cp normal and \\cp\\n < 1.

Proof. The vector measure is countably additive, thus strongly additive. For

the seminorm || • ||fl , we can prove that the family {\cp(L(v))\:cp normal and

WvWn < 1} of scalar measures is uniformly strongly additive by using the same

proof as in [1, Proposition 17, page 8]. The uniform countable additivity follows

from Lemma 2.4. Therefore, the lemma follows from Lemma 2.5 and the proof

of the necessity part of Theorem 3.2.   D

Theorem 4.7. There exists a bounded, finitely additive internal positive measure

p on (SI, sé) with the following properties:

(1) For each A esé , p(A)^0 if and only if \* cp(v)\(A) ̂  0 for all cpeX'.
(2) For each B e a(sé), L(p)(B) = 0 if and only if

\L(*cp(v))\(B) = 0      forallcpeX'.

(3) Lp(sé) m Lv(sé) = f]9ex, Lv(sé) and, moreover, for each B e Lp(sA),

L(p)(B) = 0 if and only if \<p(L(v))\(B) = 0 for all cpeX1.

Proof. (1) By Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, we can find a sequence {ç>„}„€N of normal

continuous linear functionals such that for each n, \\fn\\k< 1 for some k , and

for any 5 e Lv(sé), if \tpn(L(v))\(B) = 0 for every n , then \cp(L(v))\(B) = 0

for all  cp e X'.   Consider the star extension  {*ç>„}„6*N  of {cpn}.   By the
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saturation property, there exists co e* N^ such that \*cp¡(v))\(Sl) < 1 for all i

between 1 and co. As in §3, for each A esé , define

/^) = £|»)|(.4)/(2').
i=i

It is easy to check that p has the property stated in (1).

(2) It is clear that tp(L(u))\a{J^) = L(*y>(v))\a{s/). Choose any 5 e a (sé)

with L(p)(B) = 0. Fix a positive integer i. For any given e > 0, 3A e sé

such that A D 5 and p(A) < e/2'. So, by the definition of p ,

±\*cp.(v)\(A) < (i(A) < I,        i.e., |>,.(z/)|(yt) < e.

Thus, \L(*cp¡(v))\(B) = 0 follows from the arbitrary choice of e . By the prop-

erty of the sequence {cpn}, we know \L(*cp(v))\(B) = \cp(L(v))\(B) = 0 for

all cp e X'. For the other part of (2), we assume \L(*cp(v))\(B) = 0 for all

cp e X'. For any given e > 0, choose a positive integer m such that At < |.

Since \L(*cp¡(v))\(B) = 0 for 1 < i < m, 3A e sé such that 5 c A and

\*cp¡(v)\(A) < f . So p(A) < § + ¿4 < e. Thus, L(p)(B) < e. Therefore
L(p)(B) = 0.

(3) For any BeLß(sA), 3Ax,A2eo(sé) and 5' c A2 suchthat AxnA2

= 0, B = Ax U5', and L(p)(A2) = 0. By the result in (2), we know

\L(*cp(v))\(A2) = 0 for all cp e X'. Thus, B1 eL^sé) and \L(*cp(v))\(B') = 0.

By choosing the empty set 0 as a ^-approximation of 5', we have B1 e

Lv(sé). Whence BeLv(sé)c f)^, L{sf). Therefore

oo

l^) c lv(sa) c n v*)c n v^-
y€X' n=\

On the other hand, for any 5 e fl^i -*■> v^O an(* giyen £ > 0, there exists

w € N such that ->* < § • Since 5 6 fl^i ¿> (-"O « we can find ^i > ̂ 2 e -^

such that yl, c 5 c A2 and rç»„(i/)|(/42 - Ax) < § for all 1 < n < m. So

p(A2 - Ax) < § + jAr < 6. Thus 5 G L^). Hence f)~i ¿> (^) C L„(J/).

Therefore
00 00

Lß(se) = Lv(sé) =  H L9(sé) = f| Lv(sé).
ç>€X' «=1

It is clear that the rest of (3) follows easily from the previous proof.   D
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